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Abstract Due to the increasing hybridization and electrification of vehicles, flywheel energy storage devices
are an important area of research. In automotive application besides the weight criteria, some additionally con-
strains, such as size, e!ciency and especially cost have to be fulfilled. Therefore typically a compact design,
in which the rotor of the needed electrical machine simultaneously acts as storage mass is chosen. Since the
machine is running in vacuum and the rotor can dissipate its heat only by means of thermal radiation or through
the bearings if conventional bearings are used, the rotor losses play a vital role. In this work the rotor losses of a
switched reluctance machine are analyzed in detail and a method to reduce the rotor losses is proposed.

1 Introduction

Due to the increasing hybridization and electrification of
vehicles, flywheel energy storage devices are an important
area of research. Popular choices for the required electrical
machine are the permanent magnet [3,4] or synchronous
reluctance machine. Reluctance machines generally have
the advantage that there are no electromagnetic spinning
losses at zero torque, and the rotor can be constructed en-
tirely from (high strength) electrical steel allowing a higher
rotational speed. Using a switched reluctance machine in-
stead of a synchronous one has additional benefits by means
of increased power density and simpler windings at the
cost of higher rotor losses. But those losses represent a big
issue since the machine is running in vacuum and the rotor
can dissipate its heat only by means of thermal radiation
and through the bearings if conventional bearings are used.

This paper will deal with the analysis of the rotor losses
of a switched reluctance machine and possibilities to re-
duce them. For this purpose the magnetic field of the motor
is simulated with a FEM software resulting in a detailed
description of the rotor losses and their distribution. The
possible influence of the converter (especially due to the
ripple current) is investigated. Also a specific pulse pat-
tern is analyzed, whereby every pole in the rotor is always
magnetized only in the same direction as the previous mag-
netization. Experimental measurements will be carried out
to measure the actual reduction of the rotor warming.

2 Simulation / Calculation

Since the power loss depends on the drive pattern one has
to calculate the magnetic field in the machine for every
di"erent drive pattern and motor speed. Instead of doing
every calculation with a complete FEM analysis, we de-
cided to calculate the machine losses by means of post-
processing pre-calculated maps. Even so the calculation
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of the maps need some time the post-processing step it-
self just takes a few seconds. Testing many di"erent drive
patterns in a short amount of time allows e.g. to simulta-
neously optimize the torque ripple of the machine and the
power loss inside the rotor for a given working point in a
reasonable amount of time.

2.1 Magnetic Field

Starting with the 10/8 short flux path machine from [1] the
design of the rotor was mechanically optimized to allow
for high rotational speeds. The end result is shown in fig-
ure 1. Especially the problem with the stress in the area of a
central shaft which would occur in all rapidly rotating ma-
chines has been solved by replacing the central shaft with
bolts around the circumference. These bolts are mounted
to high strength steel discs on both ends of the rotor stack.
The discs serve a dual purpose. Firstly they have a stub
shaft to mount mechanical bearings. To the other they can
be used to increase the energy content of the flywheel by
means of increasing the thickness or even the diameter of
the discs. It is reasonable to use sheet metal for a large part
of this additional flywheel mass instead of a solid block
to reduce possible eddy current losses at the edge of the
electrical machine. This is also recommended for security
reasons in case of failure. With a bore hole diameter of
100 mm and a total rotor stack length of 120 mm the de-
signed flywheel can store 100 Wh at a speed of 60000 rpm.

The rotor is made of VACODUR 50 from the com-
pany Vacuumschmelze (high mechanical strength electri-
cal steel) whereas the stator is made of conventional elec-
trical steel (ARMCO 100). With an FE program1 the mag-
netic field has been calculated for various positions and
current densities :

– from 0° (aligned) to 25° in one degree steps, so it cov-
ers slightly more than the unaligned position at 18°

1 COMSOL Multiphysics, www.comsol.com
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– from 1 to 20 A/mm2 in steps of 1 A/mm2, additional
points at 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 A/mm2

In total 26 · 26 = 676 calculations have been performed
(which took about twelve hours on a fast desktop com-
puter). As a result the FE program delivers the magnetic
field inside the machine (figure 1), the magnetic flux !
(measured in the middle of a stator coil, figure 2) and the
generated torque as a function from rotor position and coil
current.

Figure 1. Calculated flux density B at 7 A/mm2. The rotor is
moved 10° from the aligned position.
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Figure 2. Magnetic flux ! as a function of the current i and the
rotor position " - from top (aligned) to bottom (unaligned).

2.2 Current and Torque profile

Since the magnetic flux is a function of the current i inside
the stator coil and the rotor position " the coil voltage is
given by:

V = i · R + N
d!(i,")

dt
= i · R + N

d!

di

di

dt
+ N

d!

d"

d"

dt
(1)

With the speed of the rotor # = d"/dt equation 1 can be
rewritten as:

di

dt
=

V ! i · R ! N
d!
d"
#

N
d!
di

(2)

The current profile over time can now be calculated by
means of numerical integration. The derivation for d!/d"
and d!/di are calculated from the results of the FE simu-
lation (figure 2). For the presented work the current was
controlled by a simple on-o" controller (for the driving
voltage) in which turn on angle, turn o" angle, peak cur-
rent and current hysteresis where adjusted to get an out-
put power of 20 kW for each of the simulations (figure 3).
The torque of the machine is computed by means of a ta-
ble lookup in the torque data indexed by the actual rotor
position and current. In combination with the actual rotor
speed also the mechanical power of the machine can be
calculated. Figure 4 and 5 show some results of this calcu-
lation for N = 5.
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Figure 3. Voltage u and current profile i of a single stator coil
with N = 5 over rotor angle " at 20000 rpm.

2.3 Losses

In the further analysis we will concentrate on rotor losses,
since they represent the bottleneck for the operation of the
machine.

In principle, one must distinguish between two types
of losses - eddy current and hysteresis loss.

Eddy Current Losses / Skin E!ect:
In a first step the skin e"ect is calculated since it could

significantly reduce the penetration depth and therefore the
e"ective thickness of the laminations. From the data sheet
of the VACODUR 50 material (variant with optimum me-
chanical properties) one gets the electrical resistivity $ =
0.42 · 10!6 % ·m and the maximum value for the magnetic

permeability µmax = 0.0088 Vs
Am

. Since it takes 20 steps

for a full revolution and each rotor tooth is active every
second pulse the rotor tooth frequency is ten times higher
than the mechanical speed. For a speed range of 20000
to 60000 rpm one gets a tooth frequency in the range of
ftooth = 3.33 ÷ 10 kHz. This results in a minimum skin
depth of

&min =

!

$

' fµmax
= 68 ÷ 39 µm (3)

For the used lamination thickness of 100µm this e"ect
can therefore be neglected in a first approximation. This
also means that the static calculation in chapter 2.1 is valid
and does not need any correction.

Since this material is designed with the aim of high me-
chanical strength the magnetic properties are not as good
as with standard electrical sheets. The coercivity is much
higher (in the range of 150÷200 A/m) leading to high hys-
teresis losses which dominate the total losses up to about

17008-p.2
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Figure 4. Current profile of a single stator coil over rotor angle ". From left to right: 20000 rpm with low ripple current, 20000 rpm with
a single voltage on/o" pulse (and correspondingly higher ripple current), 60000 rpm with a single on/o" pulse.
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Figure 5. Torque profile over rotor angle ". From left to right: 20000 rpm with low ripple current, 20000 rpm with a single on/o" pulse,
60000 rpm with a single on/o" pulse. The dashed line additionally shows the torque of the previous and next stroke.

1 kHz (which is also the highest frequency shown in the
data sheet). Hence, in a first approximation, the eddy cur-
rent losses are neglected and only the hysteresis losses are
considered.

Hysteresis Losses

The hysteresis loss can be calculated from the hystere-
sis loop (BH-loop). The needed flux density data B over
time can be calculated by means of a table lookup in the
stored magnetic field data from the FE simulation (chap-
ter 2.1) indexed by the current profile (course of current
and rotor angle over time) calculated in the previous sec-
tion. Since the used FE program does not calculate a hys-
teresis curve itself (only a static BH-curve is used), the
missing data for the magnetic field H has to be calculated
in a di"erent way. For this purpose the method described
in [5] is used to calculate the magnetic field H from the
known flux density profile. In figure 6 the BH-loops for
two regions in the rotor are shown.

Typically the controller is only able to drive the cur-
rent in one direction (unipolar operation). For one stroke
two adjacent stator coils have to be activated. In order to
achieve the low flux operation adjacent stator coils have to
be wound in opposite directions. Therefore a single rotor
tooth always sees an alternating magnetic field from one
stroke to another. Hence for a complete BH-loop in fig-
ure 6 it takes two strokes at the rotor tooth.

Using a more complex controller which allows to drive
the coil current into both directions (bipolar operation) one
can modify the switching pattern so that a single rotor tooth
is always magnetized only into the same direction (fig-
ure 7). Now in every stroke a complete BH-loop is per-
formed. So one has to take twice the area to compare it
with the BH-loops shown in figure 6. Integrating the losses
over the complete rotor shows that with this method the
rotor losses can be reduced by almost 40 % in this oper-
ating point (from 463 W with the unipolar controller to
286 W with the bipolar controller). Now of course the sta-

tor teeth see an alternating magnetic field and the losses in
the stator will increase. But since the stator is made of a
good electrical sheet (it does not need the high mechani-
cal strength as in the rotor) the increase in power loss will
be much lower than the decrease of losses inside the rotor.
In sum this method will even decrease the total loss of the
machine.

Going down to lower rotational speeds allows more
freedom choosing current amplitude and hysteresis (e.g.
left and middle plot in figure 4). Calculating the BH-loops
and power loss inside the rotor (figure 8) shows that the
loss for the low ripple version (330 W) is almost the same
as for the low chopper frequency version (327 W). There-
fore, in relation to power loss one can freely choose be-
tween low switching frequency or a reduced torque ripple.

3 Experimental

The previously shown machine is currently in production
and will be available only towards the end of the year.
In the meantime we have tested the di"erent drive pat-
terns with a commercially available SRM from the com-
pany “Motion System Tech Tokyo Japan”. The RA165157
is an 8/6 SRM with a rated power of 1.13 kW at a rated
speed of 6000 rpm (max. 12000 rpm). For the measure-
ments a low speed (1300 rpm) is chosen, so eddy cur-
rent losses can be neglected. Both tests were performed
at a mechanical load of 2 Nm (rated torque). As expected,
the losses in the rotor are significantly lower for the bipo-
lar drive pattern (figure 9, left, dashed). But a comparison
with the previously performed calculation is not possible
because the type of electrical steel in the machine is not
known.

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that also the sta-
tor temperature settles down to a smaller value. This is at-
tributed to the fact that the bulk of the losses in the machine
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Figure 6. BH-loop (magnetic hysteresis) at 60000 rpm at rotor position “A” (middle plot) and “B” (right plot).
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Figure 7. BH-loop at 60000 rpm at rotor position “A” (left) and “B” (middle) for unipolar modulation of the rotor tooth. Additionally
the power loss distribution inside the rotor is shown (right).
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Figure 8. BH-loop (rotor position “A”) and power loss distribution at 20000 rpm . Left - for the low ripple current version, right - for the
single on/o" version.

arise from the rotor, which can also be seen at the low tem-
perature di"erence between the rotor and stator.
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Figure 9. Heating curve for the rotor (left) and the stator (right).
Solid - conventional drive pattern, dashed - special drive pattern.
The disturbance at the beginning of the stator temperature mea-
surements (solid curve to the right) is due to a loosely attached
temperature sensor, which has been fixed at about t = 10 min.

4 Conclusion

It could be shown that by using a special control of the
switched reluctance machine the losses in the rotor can be
reduced significantly. Disadvantages are the higher losses
in the stator (which can be easily removed by cooling) and
the somewhat greater expense for the inverter. Should the
losses in combination with the duty cycle still be too high,

so that the rotor heats up to much in a given application, a
machine type with even lower rotor losses has to be chosen
(e.g. synchronous reluctance machine).
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